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Over the past two decades, Shanghai has witnessed dramatic urban renewal process and evolved              
into a global metropolis. Under the prevailing Chinese urbanization, the city was also faced with               
physical and social problems. Demolition of entire historic communities allows high-rise           
construction for residential and commercial uses, resulting in the displacement of local residents.  
 
This research therefore focuses on the impacts felt by the residents of the rapid transformation of                
their traditional neighborhoods. The research studies three historic neighborhoods in city center,            
which exemplify some of the different processes of urban renewal taking place in Shanghai              
today. The aim of this research is to understand the reactions of local residents to the physical                 
and demographic transformation of their traditional neighborhoods and the reasons behind their            
decisions. 
 
The research includes information gathered from community visits, resident surveys,          
conversations with locals and provides an analysis of the results in order to identify challenges               
and opportunities. In the end, the research concludes with three recommendations of policy and              
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 List of Terms 
 
Li-Long[里弄], Long-Tang[弄堂]: ​Traditional straight alley, usually parallel or perpendicular to 
each other between row houses 
 
Nail House[钉子户]:​ Individual house in the city center’s traditional neighborhood that was not 
demolished, usually due to homeowner’s unwillingness to move away 
 
Pudong[浦东]:​ East bank of the river, now one of the Districts in Shanghai 
 
Puxi[浦西]:​ West Bank of the River, consisting of several Districts in Shanghai 
 
Urban Renewal: Entire or partial demolition and renovation of traditional dilapidated           
neighborhoods for development and reconstruction of new modern residential towers, oftentimes           
resulting in the displacement of local residents 
 





 I. Introduction 
This study focuses on the urban transformation and development of traditional historic            
residential communities in China’s largest city, Shanghai. With a population of 30 million,             
Shanghai has been well known for its distinct architecture and urban patterns. Geographically,             
Shanghai is divided by one of the major rivers in China, Yangtze River’s major tributary               
Huangpu River. Located in the east coast of China, the city represents the financial core of the                 
Yangtze River Delta, a major cultural and economic zone across the country. 
The city is divided by the river into two: the east and west bank of the river. The river has been                     
long playing a significant role in the city culture: Life in Shanghai is closely related to the river                  
and activities vary greatly along different sections of the river. The west bank of the river, or                 
‘Puxi’[浦西], is referred by the locals as the Old City or City Center due to its long history                  
(fig.1.1). The historical districts, communities and buildings make the old city center remain as              
the cultural and residential core of the entire city. This study focuses on the historic residential                
neighborhoods located in Puxi. 
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Fig.1.1 Shanghai and Environs Historical Map, 1912 
Early development started along the river from the west bank of the city. 
Source: University of Texas at Austin Library 
 
Historic events in the past century have pushed forward the development of this coastal city from                
a small port to a large metropolis. Demographic change happened along the way suggested the               
long-formed relocation pattern between the outer boundaries and historic city center. Where as             
many global cities such as London, New York have grown gradually over time, Shanghai,              
experienced an explosive pace of development only in the past two decades. In less than 20                
years, the landscape of East bank changed from farmland to skyscrapers. 
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Fig.1.2 East Bank Before and After 
In less than 20 years, east bank has transformed from a farmland to a financial center. 
Source: Insider 
 
Given that Shanghai has already lead the nation in cultural and economic development, it is not                
surprising that new urban problems under recent renewal policies were exposed for the first time               
to the general public, causing residents to re-evaluate their ways of living. Historic communities              
scattered around the city center are at risks of disappearing as they face challenges of physical                
instability. This study therefore looks at such critical conditions through the perspective of the              
residents so as to better understand the impact of urban renewal on these historic residential               
neighborhoods in modern Shanghai. The research asks, What is the impact of the recent two               
decades' urban renewal on Shanghai’s historic residential neighborhoods? How do residents           
perceive and respond to the physical and demographic change in their traditional            
neighborhoods and what are the reasons behind their decisions?  
 
7 
 This research is organized into 4 parts. The first part of the study includes an overview of                 
Shanghai’s built environment and the history behind its urban development. The second part of              
the study analyzes physical, social and cultural development of the city. The third part of the                
study documents information gathered from a series of community visits, resident surveys, and             
conversations with locals. Together with supplementary data, the final part, provides an analysis             
of the research in order to identify challenges and opportunities. The research concludes with              
three recommendations of policy and regulation changes regarding different types of historic            
residential neighborhoods seen during site visits. 
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 II. Background 
1) Historical Development 
The geographical development of Shanghai can be traced back to the 19th century when this               
coastal farming and fishing town became a treaty port in 1843 under the Treaty of Nanjing                
following the Opium War with the Great Britain. Under a century of colonization since 1840s               
Shanghai, Shanghai was forced to give up municipal land and lost major administrative power to               
the westerners. However, just like Hong Kong and other Chinese major coastal cities, ports in the                
prominent location of Shanghai were opened completely to the whole world for trades, business,              
and cultural exchange, laying a solid foundation for its flourishing economic and cultural role in               
the future. 
 
During the colonization era, foreign political power and economic capital flooded in and             
established foreign settlements, or “concessions”​[租借地] in many spots of the city. These            1
so-called concessions were special settlements within Shanghai - a foreign leasehold property            
where Chinese were allowed to enter by selection. Unlike “possessions” of Hong Kong or              
Manchukuo where cities were fully administered by other nations, these foreign settlements or             
“concessions” are under both Chinese and foreign regulation and sovereign at the same time              
(Fig.2.1.1). 
1 ​The History of Shanghai Concessions. ​Shanghai: Shanghai Sociology Academy Press, 2001. 
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Fig.2.1.1 The New Map of Shanghai 
Foreign settlements and concessions on the West Bank. 
Source: Virtual Shanghai Project 
 
Under such combination of ruling, the old city of Shanghai was also able to maintain its diversity                 
of resident groups; the majority of them were, besides locals, the French, British, Americans and               
Japanese. It was such political and cultural integration that encouraged the newcomers and locals              
to plan for new distinct housing and everyday life. With the help of western and local property                 
developers, the city’s own unique buildings and communities experienced a long period of             
transformation.  
 
2) Residential Patterns 
10 
 “No social or cultural history of Shanghai would be complete without an examination of this               
particular architecture and the neighborhoods it fostered.”  2
 
This distinctive century-old residential and housing communities remaining today are known as            
li-long​[里弄] or ​long-tang​[弄堂], meaning “​alley”​. As its name suggest, such urban           
communities often include parallel straight alleys in between row houses (Fig.2.2.1). Alley            
communities as well as its housing styles were was established all along historic core along the                
river, and remains until today. 
  
Fig.2.2.1 Communal Alley between Row Houses 
Source: Sohu 
 
Alley communities oftentime consist of low-rise residential construction (Fig.2.2.2 and 2.2.3). It            
initially adopted the original Eastern (Yangtze River Delta[长江三角洲]) Chinese architectural          
2 Lu, Hanchao. ​Beyond the Neon Lights: Everyday Shanghai in the Early Twentieth Century​. 
Berkeley, California: University of California Press, 2008. 
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 style, clarified side-by-side courtyard houses with obvious patterns of symmetry and order of             
priority in structure. However, compared to vernacular houses, western architectural concepts           
have a large influence, seen in the uniformity and ornamental design in the western row houses                
and townhouses (Fig.2.2.4). 
 
 
Fig.2.2.2 and 2.2.3  Alley Community in City Center Seen From Above 





Fig.2.2.4  Ornaments on the Front Gates of Alley Communities 
Western Classical-style Pediments and Pilasters are incorporated on local houses in the alley communities. 
Source: Kaiwind.com 
 
It was common that the local Shanghainese referred to such alley communities as Shikumen​[石             
库门]. While they do believe that Shikumen buildings represent the alley culture, the difference              
between various types of alley communities do play a big part in determining the residential               
stability among the neighborhoods (Fig.2.2.5). The majority of Shanghai’s urban alley           
communities were the earliest alley houses, also known as the so-called ​Shikumen​[石库门],            
meaning ​“Stone Gate”​, typically made of brick and masonry for solidity and opening onto the               
public alleys (Fig.2.2.6). Due to its abundance,the term Shikumen is gradually applied            
interchangeably with alley communities, or ​li-long, among the public. In the 1920s under the              
influence of the prevailing art deco movement, one could easily spot the distinct small              
ornamental details on the “gates”, such as the pediments and pilasters, successfully representing             
the aesthetic preference of the old days’ architectural design. 
13 
  
Fig.2.2.5  Map of Different Alley Communities in Shanghai Along the River 
Most alley communities in Shanghai are old-style, with traditional Shikumen houses  
Source: Urban Loopholes  3
 
 
Fig.2.2.6  Stone Gate, or Shikumen[石库门] 
Stone gates are made of brick and masonry for solidity and open onto the main alleys. 
Source: Tencent 
3 ​Zhou, Ying. ​Urban Loopholes: Creative Alliances of Spatial Production in Shanghai's City 
Center​. Basel: Birkhäuser Verlag GmbH, Part of Walter de Gruyter GmbH, 2017. 
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However, decades’ urban evolution allow alley communities to transform as well, taking up             
newer architectural styles and configurations. By reducing room sizes and replacing with more             
numbers of floors including open space and skylights, new-style alley communities, as well as              
garden- and apartment-style communities , were designed in a slimmer style to fit in all walks of                4
life. As time went by, the concept of inclusiveness among the communities were still preserved.               
In addition to such rising demographic density, these new alley buildings follow the city’s street               
grids. ​Regular and standardized, Shanghai old city’s urban fabric system with paralleling streets             
formed somewhat rectilinear urban blocks different from the outer city. Such urban streets             
strongly benefited the connected, open, accessible alley communities (Fig.2.2.7). ​With adequate           
automobile access, dense circulation network, the new housing quality with modern appliances            
made these neighborhoods not much different from other residential compound for daily uses.  5
4 Lu, Junhua, Peter G. Rowe, and Jie Zhang. ​Modern Urban Housing in China: 1840-2000​. 
Münich: Prestel, 2001. 
5 Zhou, Ying. ​Urban Loopholes: Creative Alliances of Spatial Production in Shanghai's City 
Center​. Basel: Birkhäuser Verlag GmbH, Part of Walter de Gruyter GmbH, 2017. 
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Fig.2.2.7  A New-Style Alley Community 
Compared to the traditional old-style Shikumen houses, these new-style alley houses have more open space,  are more accessible and include 
private small courtyards. 
Source: 上海的记忆 
 
The the concept of ‘community’ is also reflected in the names of shikumen communities. In               
Chinese, alley communities were often named with a suffix of ​Li​[里], ​Fang​[坊], ​Long​[弄] ​or              
Cun​[邨], meaning “​Neighborhood” or “​Village”​. For example, the study includes one case of             
Tianzifang​[田子坊]​,​ indicating its meaning of “the square-shaped village”. 
 
Communal spaces like the central alleys or lanes were important and efficiently-used back in the               
old days, where neighbors would interact and take care of each other. “Mixed use” carried more                
meanings than just a combination of residential and commercial uses with retails on ground              
floor. Local residents renovated and included everyday stores like groceries and laundries, and             
16 
 made it a self-sufficient fully-functioning community that was distinct from the rest of the              
changing cityscape. 
 
In the mid 20th century, the alley communities gained their popularity and the old city suffered                
from housing shortages and overpopulation. To fulfill the upsurge in demand for housing, these              6
mixed-style communities were more constructed outside of foreign settlements, and were spread            
predominantly throughout the rest of the city. It thrived during most of 20th century even in the                 
post-war residential development of large apartment buildings.  
 
3) Urban Renewal (Under the Context of Shanghai) 
By the arrival of the new millennium, Shanghai had witnessed a dramatic change as a result of                 
China’s economic reforms, indicated by Deng Xiaoping in 1980. In 1993, the Chinese             
government set up a Special Economic Zone (SEZ)[经济特区] along Shanghai’s East Bank            
(Pudong[浦东]) for opportunities of free trade and investment from around the world. The             
government, at the same time, aimed to push and spread such wave to the rest of the city,                  
including the old city and the historic sites that are left within the greater Shanghai. Based on                 
Pudong’s preliminary but exemplary model of urban renewal under economic development, the            
authorities encouraged real estate development of high-rise towers to replace older residential            
areas like alley communities. In less than 20 years, Shanghai became a global metropolis. The               
construction industry, at the same time, kept experimenting new building technologies and            
reshaped the built environment with influx of creative local minds from the local and the globe.                
6 Lu Junhua, Peter G. Rowe and Zhang Jie, ​Modern Urban Housing in China: 1840-2000, 
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 Built area increased by 6670 hectares annually and was considered ‘great support for urban              
development.’ With skyscrapers soaring up, enterprises and resources have been expanding and            7
scattered around different parts of the city, correspondingly expediting the trend of population             
migration. 
 
Fig.2.3.1  Shikumen House Under Demolition 
A Group of dilapidated Shikumen houses are selected for demolition, painted with the Chinese term ​“Demolish”​[拆] on the facade. 
Source: Planted in Shanghai 
 
7 Padovani, Florence. ​Development-Induced Displacement In India and China: A Comparative 
Look at the Burdens of Growth.​ Lanham: Lexington Books, 2017. 
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Fig.2.3.2 Jianye Li[建业里], 2000 
Older residents spent their everyday life in Jianye, one of Shanghai’s largest Shikumen communities before it was completely demolished. 
Source: Professor Dongping Yang from Beijing Institute of Technology 
 
Today, urban renewal’s impact can be spotted in the evolution of historic communities. From the               
end of 19th century to the mid 20th century, around four fifths of the local residents were staying                  
in the alley communities, most of whom remained in two or three-story shikumen buildings till               8
the late 1900s. At the turn of the 21st century, however, only a few alley communities avoided                 
the wrecking ball and were left intact. Under such circumstances, local residents chose to vote by                
their feet to look for alternative living. According to the 2000 census data, the 1.48 million                
migrants were relocated due to the demolition of their homes during that year. Data from the                
most recent Shanghai Statistical Yearbook (2017) showed us the recent two decades’ housing             
demolition conditions that are varied by year (Fig.2.3.3). The peak of housing demolition             
happened around 2001 to 2003; 2002 tops the list, being the only period that had over a hundred                  
8 ​ Zhou, Ying. ​Urban Loopholes: Creative Alliances of Spatial Production in Shanghai's City 
Center​. Basel: Birkhäuser Verlag GmbH, Part of Walter de Gruyter GmbH, 2017. 
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 thousand units demolished, as a result of the city-wide urban renewal plan that prevailed at the                
end of 20th century. In terms of area details, the second table (Fig.2.3.4) illustrates house               
demolition condition of each district in Shanghai, with data up to the most recent census year in                 
the yearbook, 2006. Only a few districts have house demolition rate of over 5000 units. These                
include Huangpu District, Jing’an District and Hongkou District, all historic districts in central             
Shanghai. As can be seen, even till now, the house demolition pattern is very similar to the urban                  
development mentioned previously, from the central areas towards to outer boundary, following            
the river. Earlier data than the recent decade, unfortunately, are not open to the public.  
 
Fig.2.3.3 Demolition Rate by Year, 2017 
The turn of the 21st century marked the peak of housing demolition in Shanghai. 
Source: Shanghai Statistical Yearbook 
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Fig.2.3.4 Demolition Rate by District, 2017 
Three districts in central Shanghai, Huangpu, Jing’an and Hongkou ranked the top three in housing demolition rate in Shanghai. 




 III. Literature Review 
Urban Development Patterns in China 
In China, the outcome of rapid urbanization and expansion in the last two decades varies from                
city to city. In Beijing, for example, urban expansion happens in a concentric pattern and the                
results appears as urban villages that spatially form as rings, while in Shanghai, urban expansion               
happens based on the major geographical feature: the water body.   9
 
 
Fig.3.1 Map of Urban Expansion in Shanghai  
Urban development in Shanghai starts in city center along the river in the beginning. 
Source: Peking University 
 
 
9 S. Zheng and me Kahn. ​Land and Residential Property Markets in a Booming Economy: New 
Evidence from Beijing.​ Journal of Urban Economics 63: 743–757. 
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 Patterns of Shanghai’s urban expansion started from the center of the historical communities             
along the river to the outer boundary. These usually appear within the contemporary cityscape              
under similar culture and interests as clusters or bundles in the form of nine satellite towns                
around Greater Shanghai . Previous researchers, therefore, have demonstrated quite a few major            10
physical and social assumptions that have lead to the urban city central displacement within              
Shanghai.  11
 
What is displacement? 
World Bank published articles demonstrating several major factors in the world’s major            
displacement, including economic growth, environmental improvements, and other non-urban         
project. Displacement in the ​urban area, however, is one of the subsets that can be categorized                
into three types: 1) Natural issues, 2) Political events and 3) Planned urban development              
programs. While under the context of China, “urban development” affects urban relocation in             12
three ways: 1) the transformation of the old city, 2) new satellite town construction and 3)                
urbanization of the suburbs.   13
 
How does displacement within Shanghai appear? 
Physical Factors  
10 Mayhew, Susan.​ A Dictionary of Geography.​ New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 2015. 
11 Zheng, Siqi Q. and Kahn, Matthew E.. ​Land and Residential Property Markets in a Booming 
Economy: New Evidence from Beijing.​ Journal of Urban Economics 63: 743–757. 
12 ​Cernea, Michael M.​ The Urban Environment and Population Relocation.​ Washington, DC, 
1993. 
13 ​Wang, Guixin, and Xulei Shen. "上海市人口迁移与人口再分布研究." Accessed October 25, 
2017. http://doc.qkzz.net/article/097ded0c-426c-4f42-a88e-7b844b9e2091.htm 
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 Living standards are changing rapidly under such urban development. The evolution of family             
structure, the upgrading of contemporary house facilities and the improvement of construction            
standards have become increasingly important. Crowded living space under population boost is            
the major concern. These housing structures, as a result of lack of careful planning controls, are                
often featured with ‘face-to-face’ buildings with poor facilities . Living basics like direct            14
sunlight and private amenities including individual bathrooms and kitchen are lacking, let alone             
parking and other functions. In addition, after centuries’ alteration under high intensity, some of              
the buildings themselves have become dilapidated, coupled with structural chaos due to the lack              
of renovation regulations. Since the real estate market-driven development, more residents were            
planning to move out, looking for residential space with ample facilities and green space. 
 
Cultural Factors 
‘In Shanghai today, without the extended family and the tradition of social and community life it                 
entailed, what future can there really be for the alley houses?’  15
‘There used to be a real feeling of community. Now there are only few families left along the                  
alley.’   16
 
14 ​Wu, Wenjie, and Jianghao Wang. ​Gentrification Effects of China’s Urban Village Renewals. 
February 26, 2016. http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0042098016631905. 
15 Bracken, Gregory. ​Shanghai Alleyway House: A Vanishing Urban Vernacular​. Place of 
Publication Not Identified: Routledge, 2014. 
16 Lovine, Julie V. ​Our Man in Shanghai: Ben Wood Takes On History.​ The New York Times. 
August 12, 2006. Accessed October 25, 2017. 
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/08/13/arts/design/13iovi.html. 
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 Local social bonding formed through alleys disappeared under the booming economy, and the             
loss of cultural identity impacted the displaced people. Displacement, even to better standard             
apartments, is often involuntary (sometimes of entire neighborhoods). It may happen in            
companion with the physical unease, as well as psychological trauma inflicted on local residents.             
Journalist Howard W. French explained that improvement of urban appearance is not the only               17
goal of urban renewal. It, at the same time, makes people aware of, or, wake up inner lives and                   
fill in the hollowness that constantly takes over citizens during the rapid transition of modern               
world. With a life under drastic changes in a blink of an eye, getting rid of the past is linked with                     
a sense of instability.   18
 
Other Factors 
“Location, Location, Location” 
Street grid and urban fabric in Shanghai not only influenced the architectural types and built-in               
amenities, but also reflected a class division in residential areas. Trends revealed that             
displacement is not based on one single factor: Among the local residents, there occurs a struggle                
or necessary balance between social status and living environment. Oftentimes, residents chose            
to stay regardless of the fact that more improved residential neighborhoods were being             
developed on the fringe of the city with larger space and more natural environment. 
 
17 ​Cernea, Michael M. The Urban Environment and Population Relocation. Washington, DC, 
1993 
18 ​Bracken, Gregory.​ Aspects of Urbanization in China: Shanghai, HK, Guangzhou​. Amsterdam 
University Press. 
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 To general public’s knowledge, old style traditional Shikumen alley communities have residents            
of both blue-collar Chinese and older generations. Among these, the older wealthier generations             
were found to have a tendency to stay in neighborhoods with specific geographical features, such               
as along the river at the Bund, the location of which oftentimes indicate upper class and wealth.                 
Besides, enlarging middle class in Shanghai intensified the trend/situation by taking advantage of             
this urban displacement for gathering social capital, leaving the rest of the resident clusters into a                
more serious struggle and causing larger socio-demographic profile change of the residents.            19
Talks with locals residents often involves the use of the term ​Shang Zhi Jiao​[上只角] (“Upper               
Corner”), one of the descriptions used often for describing prosperous residential districts.            20
Though not used official, the term shows that address, similar to many places around the world,                
became one of the important factors revealing family background and social position. Those             
older alley neighborhoods, whether along the Bund or in city center, are all considered “upper”               
in social hierarchy. 
 
Nostalgic Branding 
In the city of Shanghai, its past makes it go on a developing track different from other cities in                   
China. Local writers since the last century have documented the city as a gathering of               
international high standards: department stores, coffee shops, clubs and ballrooms, newspaper           
agencies, pop singers and movies stars. Popularity of historic neighborhoods, often reflected a             21
19 ​Chen, Xiangming. ​Shanghai Rising: State Power and Local Transformations in a Global 
Megacity.​ Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2009 
20 Li, Jie. ​Shanghai Homes: Palimpsests of Private Life​. New York, NY: Columbia University 
Press, 2015. 
21 ​Leo Ou-fan Lee, ​Shanghai Modern: The Flowering of a New Urban Culture in China, 
1930-1945. ​Boston: Harvard, 1999. 
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 growing sense of nostalgia for their rich history. The remaining communities under renovation,             
for example, stands for the revival of the old prosperous day in a lifestyle-oriented development               
in contrast with a property-led modern world. 
 
On the local level, for overseas Chinese returnees, they made the house purchase for either               
returning to their family members’ or older generations’ home place, or settling down for more               
business and development opportunities: The old historic neighborhoods, not only evoked and            
linked their old memories, but also made them feel like home again.  
 
The emergence of Airbnb, freed and sparked people’s interest in boutique rental - an experience               
of nostalgia. In fact, according to Chinese urbanism scholar Fulong Wu, ​‘Shanghai nostalgia has              
become one of the best key selling points in the practice of city branding.’ ​Historical Shikumen                22
itself is already attracting people to relocate; words like “foreign settlements”, “private            
courtyard” further aroused youngsters’ nostalgic feelings in the chaotic city. Moreover. Urban            
lofts with stylist decor are especially favorable to those young adults who just started working in                
the city. “Pursuit of emotional comfort” becomes the core of nostalgic living.  
 
On the city level, Shanghai Municipal Office’s Slogan of ‘One City, Nine Towns’ reflects the               
city’s ambition to stand out among the rest of the Chinese cities. Architectural and urban spaces                
therefore become a placemaking tool for marketing and branding, and the emergence of a proper               
metropolis image is crucial for promotional intents. 




At the turn of 21st century, Shanghai Municipal Planning Bureau approved the Shanghai City              
Center Historic Style and Features Conservation Plan for Historic Architecture and           
Neighborhoods in which the city authorities focus on style(“feng-ge”[风格]) and feature           
(“feng-mao”[风格]). These words are frequently used in Chinese people’s everyday life now, but             
its first appearance almost 17 years ago demonstrated the city’s goal to preserve historic features               
and components as part of heritage preservation of the city.  
 
From the perspective of branding, heritage preservation and urban planning do not necessarily             
conflict with urban revitalization but rather “further a developmental agenda” to both the land              
and its people .  23
 
To sum up, composition of residents in the remaining alley communities became more diverse as               
new residents were also moving into older traditional neighborhoods. These new brandings            
attract newcomers moving in and looking for a taste of nostalgic lifestyle. Under decades’ urban               
development, diversity can be spotted everywhere, from the use of permanent residence,            
pied-à-terre, to short rentals like Airbnb, from the act of preserving local culture, to branding               
new image and developing commercial benefits.  
23 Abbas,Ackbar​. "Hong Kong: Culture and the Politics of Disappearance."​ Vol. 2, University of 
Minnesota Press. Accessed October 25, 2017.  
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 IV. Methodology 
1) Site Selection 
Initially, before the site visit, the research included analysis of only two communities -              
Tianzifang[田子坊] and Xintiandi[新天地]. However, a field trip showed many difference          
among the two sites that can not be cross-compared. At the same time, there were new                
significant neighborhood features in a newly-found site of Jing’an Villa[静安别墅]. Therefore,           
the research finally focused on three traditional historic communities in the city center of              
Shanghai, and presented analysis in this report in the order of Xintiandi[新天地], Tianzifang[田            
子坊] and Jing’An Villa[静安别墅]. 
 
Chronologically speaking, Xintiandi, as the pioneering model completed in 2002 for Shanghai’s            
urban renewal, set an example for future Shikumen renewal projects in Shanghai, including the              
upcoming Tianzifang at that time. Jing’An Villa, compared to the previous two, is the most               
recently recent urban renewal project.  
 
There are a few ​similarities among the three study sites as well as ​distinct features that are worth                  
studying about in each place. Located in central Shanghai, these three sites were all built in the                 
19020s and 1930s as alley communities (Fig.4.1). They were all established in the area of former                
foreign settlements and therefore, had both concession administration and local Shikumen           
management. Though all for residential uses, ​Jing’An Villa, which was developed by a wealthy              
businessman, used to represent the exclusiveness with upper class residents like socialites and             
29 
 politicians and their horse stables, while Tianzifang was mixed with industrial factories and             
Xintiandi was nothing but a shantytown for working class and lower class people. 
 
Fig.4.1  Location of Three Study Sites 
All Three Study Sites are traditional alley communities located in Central Shanghai’s former foreign settlements. 
 (Top: Jing’an Villa, Middle: Xintiandi, Bottom:Tianzifang) 
Source: Google Maps 
 
In the first decade of the 21st century, they have all undergone urban renewal. However,               
Xintiandi becomes an extreme case as all residents were relocated, most of the original alley               
houses were torn down and replicas were constructed in a top-down manner. Today, as a               
commercial and recreational center, it stands as one of the most well-known tourist destinations              
in Shanghai. Tianzifang has a mix of local residents and tourists craving for its local art and craft                  
30 
 goods, showing the urban transformation under a bottom-up force. Often considered as the next              
Tianzifang, Jing’An Villa still appear as a quiet residential neighborhood without much            
development/alteration. Following Tianzifang’s path of bringing in creative industry, it showed           
more potential in terms of its future function due to the lack of proper redevelopment regulations                
for the time being. 
 
2) Research Design 
The study included a mix of quantitative and qualitative analysis. For quantitative analysis, the              
study gathered general statistics regarding current residents’ living conditions in Shanghai. Data            
extracted from Shanghai Statistical Yearbook (2017) on the official city government website            24
have been shown before, including economic and housing factors such as property demolition             
rate by year, number of displaced residents by neighborhoods, aiming to show the impact of               
recent urban renewal and expansion on the historic residential communities.  
 
The qualitative analysis was based on a field trip at the end of 2017. The field trip demonstrated                  
how each study site varies from each other due to their distinct historical conditions as well as                 
different top-down/bottom-up initiatives. The results derived from qualitative analysis helped          
explain how local residents perceived the impact in their changing neighborhoods and why they              
made their choices of relocating. 
 
24 "上海统计." 上海. Accessed March 20, 2018. http://www.stats-sh.gov.cn/. 
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 The qualitative study contains 200 anonymous surveys to a diverse range of residents and              
conversations with local residential groups. The responses were recorded in Mandarin as well as              
the local Shanghainese dialect which was used more frequently in these communities. Results             
have all been translated into English for this research. 
 
Surveys 
200 Chinese-translated surveys included the current and former residents of alley communities.            
The surveys were targeted towards the three study sites. To ensure the research quality, both               
on-site and off-site surveys were given out so that a wide range of local residents has been able                  
to participate. On-site surveys have been printed out with QR code and posted on community               
bulletin boards for people to access physically and digitally. Off-site surveys (with same content)              
have been posted on the largest local online forum online as well as other digital platforms,                
reaching at city-wide local residents in alley communities. Surveys started with an introduction             
of the research project, followed by questions that only residents who have lived or are living in                 
alley communities could answer. The questions were designed to provide first hand information             
of the alley community living conditions and, bring out the different and distinctive opinions              
from the various perspectives. 
 
Conversations 
In addition to surveys, there were conversations with specific groups in the three selected study               
sites. Previous literature research has demonstrated a wide range of groups that are significant in               
these communities, such as museum managers, live-in artists, small business owners who were             
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 also residents. Conversations with these groups were valuable because they provided           
constructive insights on community planning and development that were different from the ideas             
of the local residents. Familiar with the social structure of these communities, they revealed              
valuable information on the management and organizational levels.  
 
There are also further supplementary secondary data to verify the validity of the information              




In addition to this written report, there is also a short documentary produced during site visit​. It                 
revealed the built conditions of these neighborhoods - both in poor and renovated appearances. It               
also showed the street life and the diversity of residents living in those neighborhoods including               
the older generation and the millenials. The goal of this documentary is to give the audience a                 
first-hand impression of what these historical residential neighborhoods look like and of ​how ​the              
recent two decades' urban renewal transformed them. T​he findings will be open to a wider               
public. 
 
3) Research Goal 
Through qualitative and quantitative data collection, this research revealed the impact of urban             
renewal on the historic residential neighborhoods, especially in the three study sites. It also              
shows residents’ perception of and response to such impact. The research will provide an              
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 analysis on the possible reasons behind their attitudes and reactions, from both individuals’ and              
community’s perspective. 
This research aims to bring to the local regulators’ attention that proper measures should be               
taken to alleviate the gaps between development and preservation. In addition, it is to raise               
locals’ awareness of the critical conditions in Shanghai’s historical communities. This research            
provides a distinct perspective to the wider public and the findings of this report will enable                
people from outside these communities know more about the impact of Shanghai’s rapid urban              




 V. Findings 
1) Documentary 
The documentary gives first impression of the three historical neighborhoods in three aspects:             
the physical appearance, the major programs and the users involved.  
Screenshot 1 in Xintiandi 
Physicality:​ Brand New Reconstruction 
Programs: Commercial (Eateries and    
high-end boutique stores) 
Users: Tourists, businessmen, and young     
people but no original residents  
 
Screenshot 2 in Tianzifang 
Physicality:​ Original, with alteration 
Programs:​ Mixed Use: 
Residential; Cultural (art workshops) 
Commercial (art studio, retails and eateries) 
Users:​ Tourists, artists, local residents 
 
Screenshot 3 in Jing’An Villa 
Physicality:​ Original, with alteration 
Programs:​ Mixed Use:  
Residential (Mostly) 
Other (Retails and services within unit) 
Conditions:​ Local residents (mostly)  
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 2) Survey 
A total of 200 surveys from both on site and online helped understand the residents’ perception                
and response to the physical and demographic change in their traditional neighborhoods. 
 
Among the 200 surveyees, over a half who responded were the middle-aged residents between              
35 to 60 years old. This is largely due to the long history of alley communities: the population                  
peak of Shikumen living happened during the early 70s or 80s of last century. On the other hand                  
less than 40% were millennial surveyees between 18 to 34 years old (Fig.4.2.1). 
 
Fig.4.2.1 “What is your age?”(Question 1.1) 
Middle-aged residents responded the most. 
 
It can be seen that small single families have been common in alley communities (Fig.4.2.2).               
Local filmmaker, Haolun Shu who documented the gradually disappearing life in alley            
communities, stated that “​People who grew up in the 1980s have had a life when everyone lived                 
together and had a clear understanding of such social life. While the millennials, they had their                
own space growing up, they act more like individualists.​” Indeed, as can be seen in the pie chart,                  
people who grew up under the rapid development of the city had varied residential time               
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 (Fig.4.2.3). Almost half of the surveyees have lived in alley communities in less than five years,                
most of whom are millenial surveyees. The urbanization in the early 2000s allowed them to               
experience different lifestyles and to be able to determine their preferred mode of living. 
 
Fig.4.2.2 “How many family members are living or have lived with you in this community?”(Question 1.2) 
Single family living (less than five people) is the most common type. 
 
 
Fig.4.2.3 “How many years have you been living in alley houses?”(Question 1.3) 
Among different kinds of groups (millennials or older generations), residential year is diverse. 
 
Today, more and more people are moving out of the traditionally more collective lifestyle for               
various reasons. Among all, 50% listed conditions of alley house and the physical environment              
(Fig.4.2.4). These are also the major reasons why the displaced residents are reluctant to move               
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 back (Fig.4.2.5). It is also worth noticing that, emotional attachment plays a significant role in               
deciding whether to move back or not.  
 
Fig.4.2.4 “What is the primary reason you moved out?”(Question 2.2.1) 
Half of the surveyees considered physical factors like quality of houses and environments as their primary reason to move out. 
 
 
Fig.4.2.5 “Are you willing to move back to alley houses now and why?”(Question 2.2.2) 
1/3 of the surveyees were unwilling to move back due to physical conditions of the alley houses. 
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 On the other hand, for those who took the survey and chose to stay, location was the most                  
important reason for the majority to remain in the old neighborhoods (Fig.4.2.6). For them, the               
conditions of their houses was less important than than locations. They cared more about              
remaining in certain “school districts,” which benefit the younger descendants, or about in close              
proximity to “hospitals” and “other facilities.” For them, social connection to family and friends              
ranked the second important factor that made them stay while other factors such as emotions and                
financial conditions also played some roles.  
 
Fig.4.2.6 “What is the primary reason you chose to stay?”(Question 2.1.1) 
2/3 of the surveyees considered location their primary reason to stay. Family and friends ranked the second.. 
 
Finally, the surveyees expressed their opinions about “renovating” alley communities (Fig.4.2.7).  
Around half of the surveyees expressed their support from a practical perspective, most of whom               
stated the house conditions are getting extremely worse, and renovation is the best option.              
Factors such as structural vulnerability are worth the attention. 
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 Based on this, the majority mentioned “adequate” renovation or “selective” demolition was            
acceptable - “filtering” out the bad and keeping the good. However, many stated, the degree of                
such alteration had to involve preserving local architecture and the culture associated with it.              
Their reasons included, 1) Protection is not equal to conservation. 2) Facilities should be              
retrofitted, not the alley. 3) Conservation should be based on the city’s master planning after all. 
 
A lot also brought up the own concern, saying that the city planners should be professional                
educated - with history and preservation background - and they should be locals who are               
“impassioned” for the city. That being said, the communication and collaboration between the             
authorities, the commercial business and the grassroots are still crucial; At the same time, they               
expressed their helplessness, and commented on the lack of the idea of urban preservation, not               
only in Shanghai, but also across the country: without proper professional guidance, residents’             
self-protection may “only create chaos”.  
 
Fig.4.2.7 “How likely do you support the recent renovation and development of alley houses and communities?”(Question 3) 




The survey has been largely spread across different neighborhoods across the city, in addition, it               
reached various professional groups online, including Jing’an Dance group, state-owned          
enterprises, both private and public schools in different districts, city-wide reading clubs, and             
others. 
 
Because the sample size is small the results of the survey may not accurately reflect opinions                
from across the city. A few were concerned with their privacy and were not willing to give their                  
real answers. Furthermore, digital version of the survey favored those who use mobile devices,              
which most likely excluded the older generations who might have had less access to digital               




Located within the Former French Concession, Xintiandi is now one of the most popular tourist               
destinations and best-known urban renewal placemaking cases in Shanghai. Nicknamed as           
“SoHo of Shanghai”, ​this entertainment and commercial center is now fully accommodated with             
modern restaurants, dance clubs and boutique stores, and ornamented with well manufactured            
timber and brick structures including the city’s symbol of stone gates.  
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 Its urban redevelopment can be traced back to twenty years ago when Shanghai Municipal City               
Planning Administration, after seeing its on-site existing deteriorating Shikumen residences and           
the surrounding “shanty areas”, decided to carry out a renewal plan for the site in 1997                
(Fig.5.1.a.1). It can be seen as a typical top-down public-private-partnership case between the             
government, the developers and the appointed architecture firm Skidmore, Owings and Merrill            
LLP (SOM). It is one of the first cases in modern Shanghai where the local government allowed                 
the foreign designers and developers to be in charge of the wide master planning. 
 
Fig.5.1.a.1  Xintiandi Before and After 
Left: Alley Houses Before Xintiandi; Middle: Boutique Shopping Mall in Xintiandi; Right: Neighboring Landscape Planning of Taiping Lake 
Source: Skyscraper Museum 
 
At the turn of the 21st century when the renewal plan progressed, the neighborhood, became a                
victim under the wrecking ball. Two adjacent blocks were selected as the main site and were                
refurbished in many different parts (Fig.5.1.a.2): A main longitudinal pedestrian path was            
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 designed in the middle, resulting in demolishing a large part of original Shikumen buildings .              25
On two sides, original scale of the Shikumen buildings including the interior was altered to fit                
commercial purposes while the unique building features such as the exterior ornaments remained             
so as to look more historically “appealing”, according to the chief designer (Fig.5.1.a.3). 
 
Fig.5.1.a.2 SOM Development Plan 
Two blocks were selected as commercial development of Xintiandi, surrounded by other residential and landscape planning 
Source: Flickr 
 




Fig.5.1.a.3 Destruction and Reconstruction of Xintiandi 
Original Alley houses were entirely demolished except the historical structure of ​Stone Gate. 
Source: New York Social Diary 
 
In 2002, this two-block joint neighborhood renewal project was completed and officially open to              
the public. According to news report, the whole development beyond the two blocks led to a                
displacement of 3500 Shanghainese families - The majority of local residents moved far away              
while few families remained scattered about. As the project developed, it drew more and more               
attention. Real estate value soared with the construction of luxury high-rise residential tower             
compound in the nearby blocks. As consequence, development of XTD has become an             
controversial and extreme case of “destruction and reconstruction”, receiving numerous opinions           
from the local residents and experts. 
 
Phenomenon: the Controversial Heritage Conservation 
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 What should be conserved? ​For Xintiandi, this has long been an dispute. One of the issues in                 
urban renewal is the lack of preservation regulations. The national authorities started noticing the              
importance of historic protection and maintenance only after the 1980s. Following this, the city              
of Shanghai started surveying and measuring urban historical features and took “spatial adaptive             
reuse” in consideration. Year of 2003 marked the turning point when the local government              
established first regulation regarding the conservation of historic buildings, one year after            
Xintiandi’s grand opening. Although the official documents are being improved every year, the             
challenges are, still, not only between conservation and development, between the past and the              
future. 
 
That being the case, the historical emphasis of Shikumen Open House Museum can also be seen                
in Xintiandi, and the historical documents and antiques it showcases. The manager stated, “The              
visitor satisfaction rate is around 80 to 90 percent - they are very happy to see what Shikumen                  
looks like on the outside, but also eager to know the interior and how an ordinary Shanghainese                 
family used to live on the inside, which is exactly what our museum is trying to show.”                 
However, she added, “we do not usually see locals here now”, indicating the former residential               
block has completely turned into a commercial tourist destination (Fig.5.1.a.3). 
 
She further explained her understanding through her observation. Though tourists are from all             
over the world, many foreign experts and businessmen are now often spotted residing around              
Xintiandi in the newly constructed high-end residential compound. Close to financial areas in             
city center, businessmen chose Xintiandi and its surrounding blocks as their residing and             
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 business meeting spot. This can somewhat be proved by the majority of western restaurants,              
coffee shops, and wine bars that are not specifically targeted towards locals and are also not                
typical for Chinese’s everyday living. 
 
Fig.5.1.a.4 Restaurants and Cafes in Xintiandi 
Tourists and professionals are spotted very commonly around restaurants and cafes. 
Source: China Daily 
 
Indeed, few original Shikumen residents survived Xintiandi’s rapid development. Just like           
Xintiandi, the recent decades’ “renewal” means tearing down (instead of renovate) most of the              
neighborhood housing, including​ Shentu Li​, one of the largest alley communities along the river.  
 
The Positive 
From the perspective of saving historic features, Xintiandi is successful. Till now, the advantage              
of the site functions as well as its proximity to the “upper corner” (city center) have made                 
Xintiandi stand out among other heritage neighborhoods. Local publications also confirmed its            
success and popularity: In 2002, Xintiandi was acknowledged as a renewal model as it represents               
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 a new concept of feasible urban upgrade: ​Physically​, the original old Shikumen structure is              
deteriorating too badly to be renovated, and altering the original function on the traditional              
buildings is never destruction - but an act of saving. 
 
In the academic field, local experts praised that such remodeling as an accomplishment of              
Chinese modernization without the sacrifice of historic context and identity: Its adaptive reuse             
and commercial success indicate a different way of heritage preservation and the injection of              
new commercial functions into old architecture is a realization of historic reuse. Effective             26
conservation should be both aesthetically and economically center. Aesthetically, the spatial           
quality and visual experience were preserved and even strengthened, improving the           
multi-purposed architectural space, while economically, such community investment was         




Only conserving the house is no use; if streets and alleys were destroyed for other purposes like                 
outdoor dining or temporary stages, the ambiance will disappear as well. ​The reconstruction of              
replicas only represent the superficial aesthetics. From a theoretical perspective, history           
professionals have explained that local conservation approach should come from          
“point”(design-focused exquisite historic buildings), to “plane”(district-scale conservation plan),        
to “line”(streetscape that connects the “point” and the “plane”). However, initiated without a             
26 ​Zhou, Ying. ​Urban Loopholes: Creative Alliances of Spatial Production in Shanghai's City 
Center​. Basel: Birkhäuser Verlag GmbH, Part of Walter de Gruyter GmbH, 2017. 
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 preservation plan detailing future functionality, Xintiandi’s two-block center now presents to us            
"the absence of the mediator” - a reconstructed appearance that is ungraceful awkward between              




Fig.5.1.b.1 Official Site Map of Tianzifang 
The tour map shows a diversity of programs located in Tianzifang, including art and craft stores, galleries and studios, and local eatery. 
Source: (On-Site) 
 
Not far from Xintiandi in the former French Concession is Tianzifang, another old style alley               
community that draws attention from locals’ and tourists’ for its art and craft galleries, design               
27 ​Zhou, Ying. ​Urban Loopholes: Creative Alliances of Spatial Production in Shanghai's City 
Center​. Basel: Birkhäuser Verlag GmbH, Part of Walter de Gruyter GmbH, 2017. 
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 studios, retail and entertainment. Once selected as China’s best Creative Industry Zone, this             
mixed-use community followed a different path than Xintiandi. 
 
In the early 20th century, many factories were relocated to this residential community, taking              
advantage of its proximity to the river nearby for transportation. Similar to the development of               
New York’s SoHo, these high-ceiling houses with ample spaces later attracted artists and             
creative workers who favored individual private space for workshop. Small rooms or the attic in               
Tianzifang were never the popular choice among local residents, and therefore, were mostly             
rented out to artists and creative as temporary dwelling while the local residents still preserved               
common living space for convenience and possible social interaction with the outside. 
 
At the turn of the 21st century, creative studios and art retails stores were increasingly moving                
into Tianzifang, without altering too much the Shikumen building structure and appearance            
(Fig.5.1.b.2). Affordable rents stimulated this once-deteriorating community, attracting more         
creative minds into this neighborhood. This is largely due to artists’ bottom-up effort in              
protecting their space and the neighborhood when urban renewal plan of high-rise tower             
construction came to Tianzifang in the early 2000s. Artist groups advocated and persuaded             
community authorities and the municipal government to preserve the area. By proving that both              
cultural and economic benefits can be gained through protecting Tianzifang, artists created a             





Fig.5.1.b.2 Mixed Use in Tianzifang 
Local residents and artists are living in this community without altering too much of its appearance. 
Source: Afar.com 
 
Phenomenon: The Creative Cultural Development 
The Positive 
Lifestyle branding has attracted more diverse groups for relocation to this neighborhood. The             
resident artist from one of the galleries explained why he chose to move here and what it is like                   
to be a new resident and artist at the same time. First and foremost, the effect of social gathering                   
allows him “do more with less”. Tianzifang’s self promotional artistic image successfully laid a              
good foundation for the aspiring creative workers. In addition, in his opinion, it is in such                
community that many Chinese modern representative artworks were produced, and their           
graphics, animations and other publications have therefore created positive influence and made            
the space “productive”. As the site of cultural production, Tianzifang became a place for              
connection, encouraging individuals for not only understanding and creating art better, but also             
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 stepping out of his comfort zone to get inspirations from more peers. Such small unity has been                 
important in forming social networks, and location has played an important role in developing              
unity. 
 
This unity is not only formed among artist groups, but also among multiple stakeholders:              
residents, shop owners, and visitors. A vintage store owner explained that not only tourists but               
also residents who live on upper floors or nearby houses would come for a glimpse - oftentimes                 
these are middle-aged or older generations who have more free time during afternoons and              
evenings. These local residents with welcoming natures are happy and willing to chit-chat with              
storefront owners on the alley or introduce briefly to customers the history of vintage products               
on sale. Teenage students and school kids are also spotted on their way home after school.                
“Small retail stores are great and fun in our daily routine,” said by a middle school girl who lived                   
across the alley and stopped by to buy a vintage canvas bag. As the store owner suggested,                 
coexistence is what describes Tianzifang best: Around half of the residents are outsiders like              
artists and well-educated people from creative industries, while other half of those were local              
residents who remained here (Fig.5.1.b.3). 
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Fig.5.1.b.3 Main Alley in Tianzifang 
Tourists are shopping and walking around, while local residents are taking a rest on the benches. 
Source: GoMad Nomad 
 
The Negative 
Not all residents are happy with the professional bonding and social harmony there. As the place                
gets more popular and crowded, some worried about the noise and air pollution problems while               
others were worried that their home community will sacrifice under future regulations and             
become the next Xintiandi due to its rising rent and property prices (Fig.5.1.b.4). Still,              
Tianzifang nowadays represents a relatively cohesive atmosphere between residents and tourists           
that is uncommonly seen somewhere else, compared to Xintiandi. 
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Fig.5.1.b.4  Popular and Crowded Alley in Tianzifang 
During peak season for travel, tourists are visiting Tianzifang, causing noise and air complaints, especially when side alleys are much narrower 
than main alleys. 
Source: Alamy 
 
c) Jing’an Villa 
Built in 1932, Jing’an Villa is a residential compound of three story row houses occupying               
Shanghai’s central Jing’an District. Till now, it remains as one of the largest and best preserved                
new-style alley communities in Shanghai. After the completion of the construction in the 1920s,              
around 200 units’ families settled down in this 2.5 acre space, most of which are prestigious                
locals and socialites, politicians, well-known moviemakers, writers and so on (Fig.5.1.c.1). Now,            




Fig.5.1.c.1  Jing’An Villa, Last Century  Fig.5.1.c.2 Jing’An Villa, Today 
As a new-style alley community, Jing’an Villa has more open space and newly renovated structures. 
Quiet and convenient, the neighborhood kept its original shape under renovation. 
Source: Eastday.com 
 
Jing’an Villa has also experienced alteration during urban renewal. However, the original feature             
was intended to be preserved - practicing what is called ​“Replacing old with old”, especially for                
the exterior. Designers replaced the original red bricks that were heavily corroded due to weather               
and long years with other same old bricks that were largely dismantled from nearby alley               
communities like Dazhongli. They also paid great attention to the details like facade ornaments,              
aiming to restore Jing’an Villa to its original shape (Fig.5.1.c.2). In addition, the interior service               
spaces were retrofitted, and interior decorations such as wall tiles were replaced with new              
materials. Now clean, complete and waterproof, the new houses in Jing’an Villa appear as good               
as it was first built. 
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Often called “the new Tianzifang”, Jing’an Villa is also scattered with vendors and storefronts of               
all kinds, but more versatile than Tianzifang. Less crowded or popular than Tianzifang, the              
community still retains the quietness of a residential compound in a abnormally chaotic urban              
central location. Small home businesses were often scattered around this area due to its lower               
rent, like home hairdressers, tailor stores and fruit stalls (Fig.5.1.c.3). Like Tianzifang, there are              
art stores and design-themed cafes, indicating its potential of growing into a creative zone, just as                
Tianzifang had been. Under such diversity, residential uses in Jing’an Villa still comprise a large               




Fig.5.1.c.3 Home Business of an Antique Store on Ground Floor  Fig.5.1.c.4 Street-side Antique Store 
Commercial/Retail development and Small Home-owned business happen at the same time in/around Jing’An Villa 
Source: from Documentary 
 
Phenomenon:The Integrated Small Entrepreneurship 
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 The Positive 
Unlike Tianzifang or Xintiandi, Jing’an Villa, though with the potential, has not yet formed its               
major distinct style and features. Rather, the sense of community is what makes it appealing.               
Comparatively speaking, its adaptive reuse appears more diverse and self organized among            
grassroot residents. The local residents are working hard to make the community more             
integrated, by converting the ground floor residential space, such as front courtyard and garden,              
to a easily accessible storefront with small commercial purposes and small entrepreneurship is             
therefore set up among this cozy neighborhood. 
 
The Negative 
As a purely residential neighborhood as designated, Jing’an Villa’s storefronts appear somewhat            
different than those retail stores on the mixed-use building ground floors. A large pan fry and                
simple kitchen equipment are already sufficient for a storefront snack business. Such bottom-up             
approaches are triggered early this century, largely due to, according to one store owner, the lack                
of regulations in terms of (restrictions or classification) housing conversion. The emergence of             
such storefronts is usually informal/illegal; many are running without license or not yet             
commercially registered. By providing local necessities, small entrepreneurs are trying to           
reinforce the integrity and bonding of the community and to preserve the hybrid side of this                
community. 
 
Some local residents are worried that Jing’an Villa will be the next Tianzifang or Xintiandi, an                
issue concerning the whole city’s dwellers as well. It does have minor problems such as               
increasing noise and dirt and decreasing parking spaces; however, residents are fearing more that              
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 the new-coming trendy stores will transform the storefront configuration, eventually pushing the            
local small businesses out. A elderly man who lives on the ground floor and owns a                
front-courtyard-converted antique showroom, happily exhibited his personal collection of         
Chinese artifacts based on his interest. Some are listed for sale, but “these community business is                
never aimed for making profit”, according to him. Ironically, a high-end antique store was              
opened right next to Jing’an Villa’s main gate with floor-to-ceiling windows and polished             
storefront decoration. Seeing these scenes, many resident storefront owners expressed their           
helplessness in the authorities’ decision of community renewal, but it can be see that the               
residents are already trying to maintain the urban social culture through grassroots’ efforts.  
 
VI. ANALYSIS 
1) Summary of Primary Findings 
Even though urban renewal in Shanghai generally appears as entire or partial demolition of              
traditional dilapidated neighborhoods for reconstruction of new modern residential towers, there           
are significant features in the three study sites that differ themselves from the general urban               
renewal projects in the city. 
 
All three projects in this research had the result of displacement of local residents in different                
levels. 
● The surveys: revealed the ​individual(local-level) factors that led to displacement,          
including physical, social, cultural and economic reasons from individuals and          
households. 
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 ● The conversations: revealed the ​community-level factors that led to displacement. The           
impact was largely due to different planning methods - the top-down and bottom-up             
planning approaches - that made the initial development concepts, goals and the            
following operations different. 
 
 Top Down Bottom Up 
Method Collaborative master planning among the 
government, designers and private 
developers with strict regulations and rules 
“No Planning”: totally market driven development 
with only government-provided public services  
Concept Old tradition with new concept Creativity and integration among locals 
Goal High End and Fashionable Local cultural enjoyment over material 
consumption 
Right Authorized commercial use under private 
developer’s control 
Multiple controls for mixed use from residents, 
committees and authorities 
Operation Systematic management under private 
developer’s project team  
Collaborative management from different 
individuals and groups with no single project team 
 
 
2) Further Issues 
To discuss the issue of displacement within the city, survey results to some extent revealed               
subjectivity and conversations with locals may require verification of information validity.           
Therefore, further analysis of community-level issues becomes critical in determining the whole            
impacts on the communities. Particularly, issues of ownership and control, to a greater extent,              
demonstrate residents’ varied responses to the impact of urban renewal. 
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 a) Management and Control 
Management regulations on the local community level demonstrates how much control each            
stakeholder has in the use of the space. Before the 21st century, the government had full control                 
over three residential neighborhoods. 
 
During urban renewal, with top-down planning approaches, Xintiandi’s property developer took           
over full control over the commercial zone, including the initial master planning, physical             
renovation, and the ongoing maintenance and change of programs today. Therefore, the            
Management Committee that belongs to the developer allows absolutely no residential uses in             
the two commercial blocks. 
 
Tianzifang, on the contrary has undergone a series of management structure transformation.            
During urban renewal, market driven management in the neighborhood allowed more freedom in             
terms of programs and uses, which finally facilitated the collaboration between the government,             
enterprises and residents that we see today. With the government providing only public services,              
local groups become the backbone for the community’s ongoing development. Especially, artist            
groups and small enterprises focus on the concept of development and renovation while the two               
Tianzifang communities actually carry out the work: the Arts Committee focuses on retrofitting             
old factory and studio spaces and the Management Committee focuses on renovating Shikumen             
buildings. As seen, Tianzifang shows a bottom-up planning result as residents and local             
individuals have more say in the management level in the community. 
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 Jing’An Villa, due to its natural enclosed residential functions, has management operations            
similar to most of the city’s residential compounds. Property management team not only deals              
with every routine including street cleaning and security guarding, but also extended control such              
as the temporary closure of the residential neighborhoods and checked entry of automobiles and              
people. The district level authorities, on the other hand, determine the spatial uses and functions               
of the residential property, in general. This might further explains the actions of Jing’An District               
Law Enforcement Office when they had to clean up all the spaces of illegal vendors and had to                  
confiscate all the items.  
 
To sum up, in three different types of controlled communities, residents have different levels of               
participation in management and different levels of investment they put into reshaping the             
community. These lead to the different attitudes towards urban renewal in Shanghai; for             
example, in the former Xintiandi residential community, the displacement among local residents            
was inevitable but involuntary while in Jing’An Villa, a negotiation between different            
stakeholder becomes crucial. 
 
b) Usage Rights and Nail Houses 
Usage rights of a property is a local term with Chinese characteristics. Compared to what is                
commonly known as the ownership of the land, the purchase of a local property (i.e. Apartments                
or houses) in Shanghai is based on a 70-year usage period. When individuals or families               
purchased the property, residents own the property and the usage rights of land but not own land.                 
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 Therefore, such properties may be subject to retraction when eminent domain or forced             
demolition occurs.  
 
Tianzifang and Jing’An Villa both have remaining local residents on site, but the two different               
neighborhood policies made it different when determining the on-site programs’ legal status.  
 
Tianzifang has successfully gained approval of program alteration: “Land ownership does not            
change, but house purposes may change.[土地产权不变，房屋功能改变]” As a result,         
commercial uses were allowed and, through application, residents and artists have usage rights as              
well as rental rights[租赁权]. For rental rights, commercial business and art business owners will              
file applications for licence every year[一年一审批] and committee will serve as pre-approval            
and control the types and quantity. Jing’An Villa, on the other hands, under its pure residential                
use, has more restrictions even though it has a similar path in terms of its creative community                 
development. As a result, homeowner’s self renovation and integration with other purposes are             
illegal despite the fact that they are beneficial to the community. 
 
Misunderstanding of usage right often leads to the emergence of an extreme case - the “Nail                
Houses[钉子户]”. These are often individual houses or units in the city center’s traditional             
neighborhoods that are not demolished. Nail homeowners are those who are dissatisfied with the              




Fig.5.2.b Nail House in Shanghai 
Individual house has not yet been demolished  in the city center’s traditional neighborhood. 
Source: Netease 
 
Failed communication is one of the major reasons this social phenomenon occurs between the              
homeowners, the developers and the authorities. First, individuals or families who has legal             
possession of their properties often misunderstand that they have ownership rights instead of             
usage rights, and therefore believe that they the right to decide whether they should move or not                 
and how much compensation they should get from the developers. Second, since there is no               
ownership rights, the authorities often execute eminent domain to take back usage rights with no               
clear explanations or ways to mediate. Third, private developers often provided financial            
compensations for relocated homeowners, leading to a longer bargaining situation for           
homeowners. Such negotiation between multiple stakeholders therefore takes longer, and          
usually, one or two families can delayed the whole procedure of demolition and renewal.  
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 c) Compensations  
Issues of management and usage rights are on the residents and the authorities’ level, while               
compensation by private developers is another factor behind the phenomenon of displacement.            
Until recently, municipal policies changed a lot so that there are clearer process but stricter rules                
to deal with displacement caused by demolition and urban renewal.  
 
Policies regarding demolition compensation to homeowners can be classified in two ways. ​First,             
compensation depends on land use and its condition. Its use - single or mixed used - impacts the                  
direction of development and construction use in the future. A brownfield with previous mixed              
residential and industrial use such as Tianzifang might require extra assessment of environmental             
and economic value. These different land use conditions can result in entirely different             
compensation to homeowners. Second, compensation can also be based on household size.            
Usually for residential neighborhoods, this compensation policy deals with the household areas            
(in square meters) and household numbers (how many people in one housing family unit).  
 
There are two different types of compensation methods - ​financial compensation and property             
replacement. ​To efficiently pushing residents to relocate, private developers often offer market            
rate compensation to the existing residents just like Xintiandi. ​The financial compensation policy             
will include hired housing professionals to conduct appraisals and to determine the property             
value. These soon-to-be-displaced residents will therefore receive cash/deposit as compensation.          
Since the late 1990s, the residents often welcomed demolition and receive another kind of              
compensation: in the form of alternative housing in lieu of cash: these relocation units are newly                
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 constructed or well-maintained. Local residents who consider physical conditions as their major            
reasons to move out are often happy to accept the second type of compensation. 
 
There are a few issues that have occured under compensation. For financial compensation,             
process of demolition assessment is not clear enough. As time goes on, market value of               
properties rises (every month/year) and there is uncertainty in terms of how much compensation              
each homeowner could get during different periods of time. Early-displaced residents therefore            
often feel unfairly treated for the less compensation they get during the process. For alternative               
housing compensation, legal formalities become an obstruction for displacement such as the            
difficulty in getting signatures from all family members indicating everyone’s consent. In some             
rare cases, there is no alternative housing provided. As a result, residents’ incapability of              




 VI. Conclusions and Recommendations 
In less than two centuries, Shanghai has undergone drastic transformation from a small port to a                
large metropolis. Urban renewal in the last two decades especially facilitated the development of              
this Chinese city. Each coin has two sides; when economic development progresses around town,              
issues of urban renewal occured at the same time. Under the context of Shanghai, urban renewal                
often resulted in the demolition of entire or partial historic residential neighborhoods, making             
local residents relocate within the city. 
 
The research revealed three special types of historic residential neighborhood transformation           
under Shanghai’s recent urban renewal, through case studies of Xintiandi, Tianzifang and            
Jing’An Villa. With a series of filmmaking, surveys and conversations, I gained understanding of              
the residents’ reaction to urban renewal’s impact on these communities and the reasons behind it. 
 
Through a series of 200 survey results, I understand how residents perceive their traditional              
neighborhoods and how they make their own decisions on relocation (​local perspective​). With             
responses from a majority of millenials and middle-aged locals, I can see that physical factors               
play a huge part in determining their choices and residents mostly made their decisions based on                
their own will, such as, in need for a improved environment. Quality of the houses and the                 
environment is one big factor in relocation while the convenience of the neighborhood location              
in central Shanghai is another factor except that residents were willing to stay instead of leave.                
Counter-intuitively, even though almost every surveyee mentioned the importance of proper           
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 planning and preservation, over half still support the renovation and upgrade of historic             
residential neighborhoods for better cultural and economic development. 
 
Conversations with multiple groups allowed me to further understand the distinct impact of             
urban renewal on each of the historic neighborhoods. Through cross comparison, different            
characteristics and issues appear in each of the studies: Xintiandi as a controversial heritage              
conservation case, Tianzifang as a creative cultural development case and Jing’An Villa as an              
integrated small entrepreneurship case. 
 
Conversations and supplementary secondary information also enabled me to understand          
residents’ attitudes from ​a community perspective. Other than surveys with residents’ first hand             
personal opinions, I examined the efficiency and effectiveness of the authorities in dealing with              
the impact left on the communities. Management and control, usage rights and compensation are              
all reasons that add to the complexity of residents’ decisions on relocation. Oftentimes, strict              
land use and neighborhood regulations from the authorities led to their ​involuntary displacement             
while a community-based market-driven collaborative environment is more inviting for local           
residents. 
 
To sum up what I have learned, the table below extracted the key points including community                
characteristics and issues raised in this year-long research. Recommendations are given to each             
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Recommendation 1: professional education, cultivation and awareness 
For a deteriorating residential neighborhood that requires significant renovation, a better           
understanding of the city and the neighborhood history is a prerequisite. Xintiandi was born at               
the beginning of the 21st century when economic development is the only goal. 15 years later                
today, aside from economic growth, a proper evaluation of the city’s cultural heritage becomes              
more important. We can see that, as the city evolves, younger generations today are becoming               
more and more aware of their cultural surroundings. Surveys also reflect the grassroots’ demands              
for better master planners. Urban renewal a decade ago to some extent focuses on commercial               
success particularly, aiming for the fast and effective demolition to pave the way for better built                
environment. Most overseas or national profit-driven property developers who are unfamiliar           
with the urban history and existing conditions should have more opportunities and exposure to              
understand the context of Shanghai. Future planning could incorporate different opinions from            
the professionals (planners, developers and preservationist) since urban planning and historic           
preservation has finally started playing bigger roles in the city’s development. 
 
Recommendation 2: Policy amendment on preservation and land use regulations 
Policy change should follow the inevitable land use change. Apart from deteriorating residential             
neighborhoods, there are also historic residential neighborhoods that have started to experience            
land use shift. Rather than an upgrading appearance, the local residents’ increasing need for              
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 multiple programs and uses is more important under this case. Therefore modification and             
improvement of land use policy and building codes should follow the needs of the community. 
 
With the first preservation law coming out in 2002, there are still not enough legal regulations                
and rules regarding preservation in older residential neighborhoods and heritage towns like            
Shanghai’s historic residential alley communities. In the meantime, Designation and use for            
historic zone and features, for example, could be one helpful policy in protecting its historic               
residential features under the influence of other types of upgrade such as commercial settling.              
For a residential-turned-mixed-uses neighborhood, necessary alteration of regulations would be          
favorable for maintaining its residential conditions. 
 
Recommendation 3:Balance and communication in full democracy and respect  
Last but not least, in a steady evolving neighborhood with mixed uses, balancing multiple              
stakeholders’ needs instead of fulfilling all stakeholders’ needs is more important. For example,             
while one party might favor the bustling and lively ambient, the other party might feel disturbed                
due to its noise. Under such circumstances, the officials should give full respect in terms of                
residents’ decisions on relocation. Similar as Tianzifang, residents, artists and small business            
owners have the freedom to choose to stay or leave - all through a legal process of licence                  
application and renewal. Decision makers’ role in planning for such neighborhoods are to             
communicate and to provide as much assistant as possible - either helping spatial renovation for               
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 Appendix A - Survey Sample (English) 
INSTRUCTION:  Circle one 
1.1​ What is your age range?   18-35         35-60           60+ 
1.2​ How many family members are living or have lived with you in this community? 
0           1-2        3-5          5-10          10 + 
1.3 ​How many years have you been living in lilong Buildings? 
0-2        2-5        5-10        10-20        20 + 
 
INSTRUCTION:  Choose one or more answers 
2.​ Is Shikumen apartment your PRIMARY residence? (or, for example, ​Pied-à-terre​) 
If ​yes, go to 2.1. If ​no, go to 2.2.x 
Physical Factors 
1. Quality of the Apartment 
2. Environment (Security, Greenery, etc.) 
3. Location (Hospital, School, Grocery, Transit, etc.) 
4. Other ______________________________ 
Non-Physical Factors 
5. Emotional Attachment to the Place 
6. Family, Relatives and Local Friends 
7. Financial Condition 
8. Other ______________________________ 
2.1.1 
What is the primary reason you chose to stay?  
[     ] 
2.2.1 ​What is the primary reason you moved 
out? 
 [     ] 
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 2.1.2 
Are you still willing to live in Shikumen at 
the moment and why? [     ] 
2.2.2 
Are you willing to move back to Shikumen at 
the moment and why? [     ] 
2.3 ​Which aspect do you think will be impacted the most under current commercial 
development? [        ] 
 
3. ​On a scale of 1 to 5, how likely do you support the recent renovation and development?  
[     ] 
1. Strongly Disagree: It’s another real estate development branding w/o considering locals’ needs.  
2. Partially Disagree: There could be better development and preservation plans for urban villages. 
3. Indifferent 
4. Partially Agree: It’s necessary to rebuild this neighborhood and get commercial business involved. 
5. Strongly Agree: It’s exactly what this community needs and it is being carried out successfully. 
 
INSTRUCTION:  Short Answer 
4. ​What do you think is a better way to preserve the Shikumen Community and its people? 
5.​ Any other thoughts you would like to share with us?  
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1.1 ​您的年龄区间?​   18-35         35-60           60+ 
1.2 ​多少位家庭成员（曾经）与您一起住在弄堂社区?​   0 1-2   3-5     6-10    10+ 
1.3 ​您已住在弄堂社区长达多少年?  ​0-2     3-5 6-10   11-20       20+ 
 
选出适合您的一项或多项 




[                                                       ] 
2.2.1 ​选择搬离此处的主要原因，不限一项 
[                                                       ] 
2.1.2 ​条件允许，是否会选择搬离此处，原
因是 
是／否 ​[                                              ] 
2.2.2 ​条件允许，是否会选择搬回此处，原
因是 
是／否 ​[                                              ] 
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 1. 住宅质量 
2. 住宅环境 (安全, 绿化等) 












5. 其他想要告诉我们的内容  
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 Appendix C - Research Site Details 
Xintiandi 新天地 
181 Taicang Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai 200021 




Shikumen Open House Museum 上海石库门屋里厢博物馆 
#25, 181 Taicang Road, Xintiandi, Huangpu District, Shanghai 200021 




210 Taikang Road, Dapuqiao, Huangpu District, Shanghai 200025 




Jing’an Villa 静安别墅 
#1-198, 1025 West Nanjing Road, Jing’an District, Shanghai 200000 
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